FOR THOSE WHO NEED SUPPORT
ON THEIR TRAVELS...
Half the size of our full size enVy Pillow ...
but just as good in bed. The travel pillow
provides optimal spinal alignment, deep
therapeutic sleep and of course the antiaging benefits of all our pillows. We took
the core of the full size enVy® pillow and
created a compact portable version. Now
you can have the neck support, comfort and Anti-Aging benefits on all
your travels.
*C
 omes with custom fitted 100% Bamboo pillowcase and Satin travel bag with
handy straps so you can roll up and go

GET THEM THEIR OWN ENVY PILLOW ...
THEY ARE GOING TO STEAL YOURS ANWAY!
The unnatural forward head leaning as they
use their devices is creating neck, back
and health issues in children as young as
7yrs. But the computer age is here to stay
and the posture of our children is a new
worry for parents.
Having our kids sleeping in proper
alignment for ANY part of their 24 hr clock is worth investing in.
*C
 omes with custom fitted 100% Bamboo pillowcase with a Satin travel bag for
camp and sleepovers.

ANATOMY OF ENVY

®

GO TO SLEEP
WITH OUR ENVY

®

...AND WAKE UP TO THEIRS

Kim Renton and I are registered nurses who not only saw
a need in the aesthetic market but in the wellness market
as well. Originally created as a sleep aid for post facial
surgical “off your face” positioning ... the enVy Pillow
offers much more. Kim is a nurse injector/trainer (Allergan)
and has years of experience performing and consulting
on Botox and Facial Filler procedures. She realized what
cosmetic dermatologist have long known – that side and
stomach sleepers develop deep lines on their faces from
‘squishing’ them into their pillows every night.
Coming from a professional background as a plastic
surgery/cranial-facial surgery nurse, and more importantly
from a personal background of 40 years with Harrington
rods after Scoliosis Surgery, I insisted that the perfect
pillow should also provide the cervical spinal support
necessary to ease or prevent chronic neck and back pain.
Two and a half years of research and development later ...
enVy, the Anti-Aging and Wellness Pillow was born.
We wanted to Sleep with the best ...
We want you to sleep with the best too.

THE SWEET SPOT

Centre raised ventilation and pillow sweet
spot for optimal neck and head support.

Kathy Young Keefe, R.N.

Kim Renton R.N.
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THE SUPPORT

Two optional levels of neck
support and elevated sides
cradle head and maintain
optimal spinal alignment with
slight neck traction.

THE SHAPE

Gull-wing shape promotes
clearance from delicate
facial tissue, minimizing
face-to-pillow contact.

Dust mite resistant, latex-free, temperature and
humidity resistant OmniTemp™ memory foam.

www.envypillow.com | 1-888-279-9904
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SLEEPING
WITH THE

BEST?

THE ONE PILLOW THAT ALIGNS YOUR SPINE, REDUCES
WRINKLES AND GIVES THE BEST SLEEP OF YOUR LIFE.
The enVy® Pillow LIne of Therapeutic Neck Support, Anti-Aing Pillows are
designed for both side and back sleepers. It is carefully constructed using
the highest quality Canadian-Made, Omni-Temp Memory Foam*. The
revolutionary new memory foam available from the enVy Pillow Co ensures
your pillow stays soft and supportive ... even when the temperatures drop
below freezing. This highly breathable memory foam, with 40% more air
flow, is molded to provide proper alignment and weight distribution for both
the head and neck. This means less tossing and turning and a peaceful
restorative sleep.

The most overlooked cause of headaches and neck pain is the misalignment of
the neck vertebrae. The chiropractic-endorsed enVy Pillow’s ergonomic design
helps to improve spinal imbalances by maintaining correct neck and spinal
alignment. This means less muscle strain, less headaches and pain AND the
proper airway positioning in the treatment of sleep apnea.

Although sleep is essential to keeping skin looking youthful, the position
in which we sleep can actually have a negative impact on our skin’s
appearance. Pushing our delicate facial tissue into a pillow for hours every
night will, in time, press unwanted “sleep lines” into our face. As we age
these wrinkles become increasingly permanent and are often mistaken with
those of naturally aging skin.

The “OFF-Your-Face” positioning is what truly sets the enVy Pillow line of pillows
apart from the rest ... Anti-Aging!

It starts with...

We added
COPPER...

We added
SILK...

The enVy™
Rx

The enVy™
COPPER

The enVy™
SILK

The original enVy Rx pillow
is available only through
our authorized dealers.
This therapeutic neck support pillow allows for back and side sleeping,
and provides the Anti-Aging/Wrinkle “OFF-Your-Face” patented design.
All our pillows’ memory foam and pillowcases are naturally anti-allergenic
and resistant to dust mites. ANTI-AGING, ANTI-PAIN.

The enVy COPPER pillow has
the same patented design as
the enVy Rx, BUT we infused
the open cell breathable memory foam with cooling COPPER, which is
naturally anti-microbial, anti-inflammatory, anti-oxidant and collagen
promoting, and dissipates heat 16x faster than traditional memory foam
pillows. ANTI-AGING, ANTI-GERM, PRO-COOL.

* C omes with custom fitted 100% bamboo pillow case and satin travel bag.

*C
 omes with custom fitted 100% bamboo pillow case and satin travel bag.

The enVy SILK is our “Cadillac”
Pillow. Same “OFF-Your-Face”
V-Shape patented design as
ALL our Anti-Aging Pillows, BUT we ramped up the beauty sleep by
adding the softest, luxuriously smooth, 100% Mulberry SILK pillowcase.
Mulberry SILK is a hypoallergenic, highly breathable, natural fabric which
does not absorb moisture from your skin. The amino acids present in
SILK have shown benefits to health and creating a calming effect. It
improves hair conditions and delays the onset of wrinkles. ANTI-AGING,
ANTI-BEDHEAD.

For years we have educated clients on the need for SPF to protect
against premature aging related to the sun. Anti-aging procedures
can be costly. It is time we educated our clients on the affects
side sleeping can have on the formation of sleep lines and the
enhancement of facial asymmetry. enVy® A must have for anyone
interested in protecting their face and their investment!

The enVy Pillow has shown an outstanding acceptance by users.
In a sleep laboratory in Mississauga, Ontario, 80% of subjects
demonstrated a significant improvement with more refreshing
sleep, energy during the day and this pillow was far superior to
any other pillow for neck comfort.

		– Dr. Sharon McQuillan

– Dr. M.R. Goolam Hussain - Tri Hospital Sleep Lab

Dr. Samuel J. Stegman, a well-known Cosmetic Dermatologist, observed
that most people tend to exhibit stronger facial creases and asymmetry on
their preferred sleep-side.

The enVy Pillow is ideal for recovery from face lift surgery, eye surgery, post
cosmetic procedures such as dermal fillers and botox™, IPL, laser, dental/
orthodontic work and for TMJ relief.

He stated that changing one’s sleep position is the only way to significantly
decrease or eliminate these “sleep lines.” Fortunately, the enVy® Pillow’s
ergonomic design allows a comfy way to sleep with minimal face-to-pillow
contact whether we sleep on our back OR our sides.

Endorsed AND slept on by Chiropractors, Physiotherapists, Plastic Surgeons,
Dermatologist, Sleep specialists, RMTs and Anti-Aging experts.

* Omni-Temp™ Memory Foam is the safest memory foam on the market and is free of PBDE or any other fire retardant, formaldehyde, CFCs, toluene di-isocyate and dyes.

* Comes with a custom fitted 100% Mulberry SILK pillowcase and satin travel bag

The enVy Pillow is ergonomically designed to off-load the
pressure from your face and get side sleepers back onto their
backs. EVEN if you do sleep on your side, the enVy pillow still
adjusts your head up so the weight is not there.
		– Dr. Julia Carroll - Dermatologist
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